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EDITOR'S NOTE

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh

Group Editorial Director
Contact Doug

Every product has its own pathway to market. And one of the keys to new CPG success is cultivating

distinctive product characteristics that resonate with core target demographics.

As part of this process, developing the gold standard can investigate aspects like ideal �avor, texture, and

other characteristics considered essential in the eyes of the product development team. A bit more of a

�oral note to the vanilla there, �nding just the right percentage of chocolate chips, �ne-tuning the

crispiness just so … and, every once in a while, a star is born that will endure decades.

DISTINCTIVE INSIGHTS

Famous Amos recently traveled that road, reformulating the legendary

snacking cookies to take on subtle, sophisticated ties to global �avors

and premium ingredients. They’re still chocolate chip cookies, but

elevated. Famous Amos and its product development partners

developed some distinctive insights along the way regarding our

diversifying retail cookie market, and how consumer insights can help

drive the launch.

The U.S. retail cookie category continues to see steady growth, with sales now valued at $9.4 billion for

center-store alone. And unique market strategies that dig into distinctive product dynamics like ingredient

provenance and global themes, like we’ve seen from Famous Amos, show great potential to building

inroads to the category—and a little excitement along the way. SF&WB
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COVER STORY

Cookie
GLOBAL

Inspirations

Inside the Famous Amos market strategy for its ‘Wonders From the

World’ cookie line launch.

Douglas J. Peckenpaugh, Group Editorial Director

Cookies hold universal appeal. Their aroma beckons, warm from the oven, promising delicious comfort—a

little sweet treat to brighten the moment.

Ruth Wake�eld knew this truth, often serving cookies to guests at her Toll House Inn in Whitman, MA. And

when the chef strategically added a chopped Hershey chocolate bar to her cookie dough in 1938, a

legend was born. Today, chocolate chip cookies play a dominant role in the $9.6 billion U.S. retail cookie

category.

Wally Amos also knew the inherent power of a well-crafted cookie. As the story goes, when he was

working as a talent scout for William Morris in Hollywood, he would send home his freshly baked

chocolate chip cookies with prospective clients to sweeten the deal. During his tenure, he signed Simon &

Garfunkel and a star-studded host of other celebrities.

But it turns out the cookies were the stars. Amos eventually entered the baking industry, establishing his

“Famous Amos” bakery on Sunset Boulevard in 1975 (with �nancial help from his clients and friends Marvin

Gaye and Helen Reddy), eventually expanding into retail product development.

AT A GLANCE

Company: Famous Amos

Brand: Famous Amos

Headquarters: Chicago

Product: Cookies

Website: www.famousamos.com

Today, Famous Amos has more of a global perspective. The brand recently released its newly

reformulated, internationally inspired line of cookies, dubbed “Wonders From the World.” The new

cookies are made with distinctive ingredients to carve a unique niche in today’s retail premium cookie

category.

INTERNATIONAL RENOWN

“Famous Amos is a nostalgic brand now being reimagined for today’s world,” says Fernando Bernardo,

senior brand manager, cookies, Famous Amos. “While sticking with its bite-sized shape that people know

and love, Famous Amos is shaking things up by introducing three new recipes with premium ingredients

from around the world, including coconut from the Philippines, chocolate from Belgium, and hazelnuts

from the Mediterranean.” The line comprises three varieties of bite-sized cookies:
Made with Belgian Chocolate

Made with Mediterranean Hazelnut and Chocolate Chips

Made with Philippine Coconut and White Chocolate Chips

Courtesy of Ferrara

This approach re�ects the increasingly global palette and awareness of today’s consumers—and

particularly in younger demographics. “Millennials love internationally inspired recipes,” says Bernardo,

“and that was a great opportunity in cookies category.”

The cookies o�er premium dynamics, like a high percentage of chocolate chips in the formula. “Famous

Amos cookies are notoriously famous for being in a bite-size format and full of great-tasting chocolate

chips,” says Bernardo. “With the launch of Wonders From the World, we increased the amount of

chocolate chips even more—more than 50% vs. the previous recipe—and kept the iconic bite-size format

that consumer know and love.”

PATHWAY TO INNOVATION

Famous Amos followed a strategic pathway through its innovation process leading up to the Wonders

From the World launch.

“We conceptualized recipes based on �avors with high appeal to our consumers,” says Bernardo. “In initial

prototypes, we began increasing the amount of chocolate, testing types of chocolate, removing

unnecessary ingredients such as TBHQ and whey, and perfecting the crunchy texture that consumers

expect. After a round of qualitative and quantitative tests, we grounded the three �avors on recipes that

would delight consumers the most.”

The brand team then sought to build a relaunch campaign, which introduced some innovative

perspectives on consumer testing. “Part of the journey of relaunching the Famous Amos brand was to

bring best-in-class ingredients to the consumer,” says Joey Kreger, client services director, Curion,

Deer�eld, IL, a company that partners with the food industry for product, sensory, and consumer insights.

“The Famous Amos team had �nalized the new recipe, but then needed to capture consumer excitement

once they tasted it, to generate buzz with their sales team and retail partners.”

Kreger notes Curion created a research study that addressed two learning objectives:

How do we generate content for sales stories, beyond quantitative data?

How do we generate sales support for a new launch of an in-market product?

“Famous Amos is shaking things up by
introducing three new recipes with
premium ingredients from around the
world, including coconut from the
Philippines, chocolate from Belgium,
and hazelnuts from the
Mediterranean.”

— Fernando Bernardo, senior brand manager,

cookies, Famous Amos

“We proposed an agile and cost-e�cient learning plan that would bring in heavy users of current Famous

Amos Chocolate Chip Cookies into our Chicago and New York metro area facilities to taste the current and

new formulas and record their reaction in a testimonial-style video,” says Kreger. “We then used our video

analysis platform to sift through the video footage and search for key phrases of interest using voice-to-

text transcription. We �ltered over �ve hours of footage and created a two-minute highlight reel with

especially impactful and descriptive quotes from consumer.”

The Famous Amos team then shared this highlight reel video within their organization, and with their

buyers, to drive excitement for the relaunch, notes Kreger. “One of the key bene�ts with this approach was

the ability to observe visceral consumer reactions to the new recipe. Capturing facial expressions when

trying the product added another layer of understanding.”

STRATEGICALLY PACKAGED

Cookie brands reach consumers through exciting, craveable �avors and textures. But practical packaging

also plays a critical role in earning repeat purchase for a brand.

The combination of a snackable size and resealable packaging is an advantage. “We identi�ed that only a

few brands in the cookies category have resealable packaging,” says Bernardo. “This is an important and

intuitive bene�t, to allow cookies stay fresh and crunchy for longer. This is the reason we modi�ed the

structure from ‘bag in a box’ to a DOY bag.”

Each product within the Wonders From the World line gets its own packaging design, with graphics

highlighting the global inspirations. “We explored di�erent design options and opted for artwork that

speaks to the provenance of the hero ingredient,” says Bernardo. “We leveraged icons and symbols from

the locations to help illustrate where the best ingredients from around the world come from.”

Consumers have had a strong initial response to the new Famous Amos Wonders From the World cookies.

“The response is positive and con�rms what our research had suggested,” says Bernardo, noting that this

response has prompted the Famous Amos team to possibly further expand the Wonders From The World

line in the future. SF&WB
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INDUSTRY 4.0

LOGISTICS

WORKING SMARTER

More companies turn to Industry 4.0 solutions during the

COVID-19 pandemic.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

From cloud computing to the Internet of Things

(IoT), Industry 4.0 is essential for modern-day snack

and bakery companies, especially during the

COVID-19 pandemic. 

THE BOTTOM LINE

Connected solutions for e�cient processing

Sophisticated delivery management

Remote troubleshooting and support grows

“The next generation of technology is going to make some monumental transitions to manufacturing,”

says Justin Spannuth, chief operating o�cer, Unique Snacks, Reading, PA. This implementation of

technology can take many forms, he notes, including:

Fully capable robotics

Arti�cial intelligence

Remote OEM service capabilities

Capability for on-site part creations with 3D printing

Blockchain-based purchasing

“These digital functionalities mean

we can o�er seamless integration

between various line components—

and with it a whole host of

e�ciency-boosting bene�ts.”

— Teri Johnson, vice president, North America,

tna solutions

These opportunities provide much better product visibility and traceability and will change how so many

current functions are done today, notes Spannuth. “Many of these will ease some of the strain we see with

manpower today, but also create new opportunities for good-paying jobs. Addressing the a�ordability for

introduction of this tech to smaller or niche manufacturers will be how a balance is kept from the biggest

players running away with all of the growth.”

Spannuth says that Unique Snacks’ big project over the last year has been an implementation of an ERP

system. “This will allow all of our processes from inventory to traceability and all of the �nancials to be

tied together to have much more connectivity and transparency across the company.” He notes Unique

Snacks went with a cloud-based solution to reduce the previous need for remote VPN due to security

issues.

In terms of remote tasks, monitoring, and troubleshooting, Spannuth says Unique Snacks was fortunate

that it did not have to adjust too much for remote work during the pandemic. He notes manufacturing sta�

needed to be on-site. “A few adjustments were made, and they will remain permanent solutions for work-

from-home opportunities in the job roles that made sense,” he says.

Teri Johnson, vice president, North America, tna solutions, Dallas, says that its long-standing interest in

end-to-end equipment integration meant that when smart connectivity came along, the company was

already poised to take the leap into Industry 4.0. “Over the past decade, we have implemented more and

more advanced self-learning software, arti�cial intelligence (AI), and wireless connectivity protocols into

our food processing and packaging equipment. These digital functionalities mean we can o�er seamless

integration between various line components—and with it a whole host of e�ciency-boosting bene�ts.”

For example, with complete line integration, errors at the conveying stage can be automatically

communicated to the seasoning, frying, or weighing equipment, preventing costly product waste and

servicing delays, she notes.

“Our experience of the pandemic has been a tale of two halves,” says Johnson. “On the one hand, very little

has changed in terms of our ability to serve customers worldwide. At various stages throughout the crisis,

we were designated as a ‘Critical Infrastructure Supplier’—this meant our primary production facility in

Melbourne, Australia remained open during lockdowns and stay-at-home orders. As such, we were able to

provide uninterrupted global deliveries of vital equipment, while always maintaining a COVID-safe

workplace for our hardworking team.”
The �ipside to this is that the pandemic prompted seismic shifts in how tna, and the food industry as a

whole, do business, notes Johnson. “In-person site visits, sales meetings, trade events, and training

sessions were such an integral part of everyday operations, for our customers and us. So when

international and local travel ceased virtually overnight, we had to adapt quickly.” SF&WB

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: Optym and its subsidiaries (Houston-based Axele, and HaulSuite) provide

technology to improve e�ciency of transportation and logistics operations, says Shaman Ahuja, head of

Axele. “From the actual management of vehicles and drivers, to vehicle routing and delivery, we are

focused on bringing optimization intelligence (OI) solutions to more parts of the supply chain.”

Ahuja says that since the beginning of the pandemic, he has seen an in�ux of customers that need

technology to help them overcome transportation-related challenges of their supply chain.

“Demand and costs are rising and resources are becoming more scarce,” says Ahuja. “Our solutions help

drive e�ciencies to free up capacity, lower costs, and improve the quality and speed of service.

Additionally, we have seen a dramatic rise in interest for paperless and contactless solutions for COVID-

related reasons. In general, COVID-19 has forced the industry to realize that they need to invest more into

technology to help them to overcome today’s needs and adapt more easily to challenges in the future.”

COMPANY: Axele

WEBSITE: https://www.axele.com

LOGISTICS SNAPSHOT: “Our latest innovation in the world of Industry

4.0 is the recently launched tna robag FX 3e vertical form �ll and seal

packaging solution,” says Teri Johnson, vice president, North America,

tna solutions, Dallas. “The new system includes EtherCAT real-time

protocol as standard, along with smart diagnostics and remote

connectivity,” Johnson adds. “By o�ering these features, we give snack

producers the opportunity to optimize their lines in real-time with detailed

packaging performance reports. And when challenges do arise, the

system’s smart operating system and remote communication features give

operators access to targeted global servicing support to get production

back up and running quickly and easily.”

Johnson says that a key milestone in its adaptation to the post-COVID

landscape was the launch of its digital support tool—tna remote assist.

“Even before the pandemic, we were exploring ways to harness

augmented reality (AR) technology to streamline servicing and the

complex process of commissioning new equipment—particularly as our

customer base began to expand farther away from our main production

sites in Australia, the U.S., and the UK. tna remote assist is the culmination

of years of research and development, allowing snack producers to

contact a tna technician and share an in-depth picture of their facility

through the Microsoft HoloLens 2 headset.”

Using AR technology, the technician can guide the user through

everything from commissioning and installation, to trouble shooting issues

on existing equipment. And all this can be done without waiting for an in-

person site visit, Johnson adds. “We have also found that AR headsets are

an invaluable training asset. By allowing operators to practice their

processes on true-to-life virtual machines, training programs with an AR

component have been shown to deliver an 80% retention rate 12 months

after the initial training program.”

COMPANY: tna Solutions

WEBSITE: www.tnasolutions.com
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BELTS & CONVEYORS

PROCESSING

THE BOTTOM LINE

New technology

Looking for easier tech solutions

Automation advances

Companies that make belts, conveyors, and

associated equipment like motors have a wide array

of customers in the snack food and wholesale

bakery industries—because every food production

facility relies heavily on these technologies

throughout their processes.

AUTOMATION TRENDS

Belts and conveyors industry caters to its customers’ needs.

Ed Finkel, Contributing Writer

Customers of this grouping of equipment in the snack and bakery industries seem most interested in

features and bene�ts like automation—given the right labor market—as well as cleanability, ease of

maintenance, and performance, according to manufacturers. SF&WB

David Gicz, sales manager, Americas, at ARBO Engineering, Inc., Toronto, says he hears from often about

the need for performance. “There’s no shortcuts,” he says, noting customers want lead times and quality—

especially with the food industry focus on best manufacturing practices—as well as materials being

speci�c to what they need.

Snack and bakery companies, especially given new inclusions like dried fruits, are also looking for ease

cleaning and sanitation, as well as ease of maintenance, Gicz says. “Everyone is running leaner. They want

to make the most of their equipment,” he says. “They are coming across challenges where they need to

bring materials into the process in new ways to meet new recipes and product speci�cations becoming

more common.”

Automation also has become a nearly an economic necessity unless a company is making a very high-

end product, and even then it’s desirable, Gicz says. “Labor obviously is one of the greatest inputs,” he

says, noting automation has been the objective for quite some time. “It’s now more so improving the

automation that was there, or making the automation more speci�c to new ingredients, vs. completely

changing over to a line to have no people in it whatsoever.”

ARBO produces conveyors that run on vibratory drives through a technology called resonant vibratory

systems, which move materials along a tray at low amplitude and high frequency, Gicz says. These can

move fragile products like pita chips or can be used to spread toppings on cakes or cookies. While ARBO

o�ers o�-the-shelf models, most are customized for very speci�c types of applications. “They ask us to

make the tray wider, narrower, taller, shorter,” he says. “The spreading patterns are di�erent from customer

to customer. We engineer each piece of equipment for the customer’s needs.”

COMPANY:

ARBO Engineering, Inc.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Resonant Vibratory System

Ashworth Bros. Inc., Winchester, VA, hears regularly from customers who are experiencing turnover of

maintenance sta� and overall labor shortages, leading to the need for automation, says Jonathan Lasecki,

director of engineering. “I have less and less people out there than two, three, four years ago,” he says,

noting di�culties in getting people to run machines that are more manually set up is leading more

companies to automation, out of necessity.

Ashworth has added automated features to an existing product called SmartSpiral that monitor key

features and functions, and through wireless connections can send data back to a cell phone or laptop to

give nearly immediate access for key personnel like the maintenance manager or plant manager, Lasecki

says. “It allows you to monitor several pieces of equipment in one plant, or several plants, and get all the

data in one dashboard,” he says. “It lets you know the spiral is up and running correctly. It gives you a

heads-up and allows you to plan downtime to �x or correct an issue before a catastrophic failure occurs.

Maintenance managers can plan downtime instead of rounding people up at 3 a.m. because the spiral

went down.”

COMPANY:

Ashworth Bros. Inc.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Smart Spiral

Cleanability and automation are on the minds of customers of AZO Inc., Memphis, says Chuck Kerwin,

general manager and sales manager. “As you get into more ingredients that have gluten issues, or are

gluten-free, you get into the cross-contamination of gluten-free and ‘normal’ products,” he says. There are

all sorts of spicy types of ingredients, and also allergens that need washdown afterward, he notes.

AZO Inc. hasn’t necessarily rolled out anything speci�c that’s new-and-improved, although the company

has been undertaking research and development into infusing arti�cial intelligence into conveying

systems—so that, for example, blower speeds are adjusted up or down depending on the relative

“�owability” of each product or ingredient, Kerwin says.

And the company is working on a project currently for a “big food company” that’s considering getting rid

of hand-weighing and adopting an automated, bar-coded minor ingredient system instead of having two

or three people doing weighments, says Kerwin. “It all hinges on, what’s it going to cost? If you have an

existing production process, it’s tough to get people to change the process. If you’re going to build a new

line or new plant, people are more open to automation.”

COMPANY:

AZO Inc.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

AI Technologies for Conveying

Belt Technologies, Agawam, MA, has been hearing from customers that want a full conveying system,

including motors and pulleys, and not just certain components, says Denis Gagnon, owner and CEO. “The

customer is putting the onus on us to design a full system,” he says. “It’s on our engineers to make sure

the components are �tting together, taking advantage of our knowledge of how belts are expected to

work.”

Gagnon also has seen a broad push toward more automation, including robotics. “Conveying systems are

becoming more and more automated,” he says. “We’ve also seen automated warehousing and distribution

systems whereby robots will �y around on top of the grid system, pick and pack products. It’s largely

software driven, with the algorithms to say, ‘Put this on the top shelf; put this on the bottom.’”

Belt customizes everything to order, so the company hasn’t rolled out any new models, per se, but in a

sense, everything it builds is a new model, Gagnon says. “We’re working on a number of advancements of

pulleys that marry up with belts,” he says. “There’s still some bene�t within the food processing industry to

have more true tracking and proper tensioning of the belts on the system. We’re working on and about to

come to market with innovations that will improve both of those things. We have a pulley design that’s low

inertia, uses less energy and lighter weight to drive the belt. There’s cost savings with the energy savings.”

COMPANY:

Belt Technologies

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Customized Systems

Customers of Dynamic Conveyor Corp. are emphatically moving in the direction of greater automation,

according to Paul Kuharewicz, sales project engineer. “It doesn’t seem like there’s one customer that’s

saying, ‘Hey, let’s go toward more automation.’ They’re all talking about it,” he says. Once a facility

automates, he adds, “You can reduce your labor by 25% without working hard, and 50% if you work at it.”

Dynamic Conveyor has released a new product called the DynaRoller that helps food companies with

sortation of di�erent packaging sizes or di�erent types of products, Kuharewicz says. “There’s so much

individual packaging, and they’re not going to do trail mix for the next 10 years,” he says. “Packaging sizes

are changing all the time, and sometimes people want to sort that out. There’s certainly a crossover of

sorting products.”

Instead of being limited to conveying in a straight line, the DynaRoller provides options to send certain

packages to the left or the right, Kuharewicz says. “They’ve been doing this type of stu� in manufacturing

for a long time,” he says. “It’s time to get these conveyors into prepared food, and snack and bakery.” That

labor for sortation isn’t there like it used to be, he notes. “I’ve seen a shift in the thinking. The food has to

get out the door.”

COMPANY:

Dynamic Conveyor Corp.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Dynamic Roller

G&F Systems, Roosevelt, NY, hears from customers looking for reliable conveying solutions with added

hygiene characteristics, as well as supported, dynamic automated lines, says Anthony Salsone, vice

president, sales & engineering.

G&F has recently released a full sanitary conveyor line called the G-Clean line, which allows easy access

to all critical components for washdown, Salsone says. “All G-Clean Conveyors are constructed of fully

stainless steel materials and available with either stainless steel or thermoplastic belting,” says Salsone.

They also o�er a number of automated features, Salsone says. “G&F o�ers live data trending, which

captures real-time information, displaying these trends either graphically and/or numerically to the end

user via di�erent delivery methods,” he says. “This live data is paramount to operational success and

continuity, allowing the end user insight into any maintenance or sanitation needs.”

COMPANY:

G&F Systems Inc.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

G-Clean Conveyor

Blake Svejkovsky, general manager, product handling systems at Heat and Control, Hayward, CA, says the

company has seen several trends including a shift to smaller bag sizes, especially in the snack food

industry, as well as continued increases in the number of SKUs and the variety of �avor options of

di�erent products.

“COVID-19 has put additional pressure on automation, with a strong requirement to drive productivity,”

Svejkovsky says. “Therefore, automated packaging departments are increasing globally, reducing the

number of people needed to operate a factory.”

Heat and Control has rolled out the Revolution Proportional Gate 3.0 system, which in combination with

the company’s FastBack horizontal motion conveyor provides reliable gentleness, and product- and

operator-friendliness, Svejkovsky says. The patented design allows for proportional, granular feeding that

keeps the product uniform and improves packaging, while the gentle design diverts product without

creating a single pinch point.

Redesigned with 84% fewer components, the 3.0 system eliminates operator and maintenance

touchpoints including gate positioning cable systems, the crumb barrier and removable cleaning covers.

The new drive uses servo motor and automatic homing to accurately position the gate, while the crumb

barrier has given way to “sealed-for-life bearings, providing a simpli�ed ‘wipe-and-go’ sanitation

experience,” Svejkovsky says. The 3.0 reduces product breakage by about 4% and boosts overall line

e�ciency by 1% to 5%, he adds.

COMPANY:

Heat and Control

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Revolution Gate 3.0

Key Technology, Walla Walla, WA, also hears regularly from customers who want smarter equipment,

says Rudy Sanchez, project manager. “They want smarter shakers. They want a shaker that can tell them,

‘There’s something wrong with me,’” he says. “Also, they want to improve performance by having a smart

shaker that can tell them if other equipment is not working properly.”

Key has gone to market within the past year with a new product that’s been used in the snack and cereal

industry called Zephyr, a horizontal motion shaker that’s gentle and clean, Sanchez says. “It has a self-

cleaning motion,” he says. “It reduces the chance of buildup as much as possible. The other thing really

good about this new product is that we can place the drive of the system almost in any position along the

length of the pan, or the bed of the shaker.”

Other bene�ts of the second-generation shaker are that it lasts longer and can be placed in about any

location, even over large or very tall supports, Sanchez says. The 100% welded pan and simply designed

gate are also easy to clean. “We hope to grow a lot in the snack industry,” he says.

COMPANY:

Key Technology

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Zephyr

Customers of SideDrive Conveyor Co., Souderton, Pennsylvania, are interested in features and bene�ts

like better sanitation, less water and chemical use, and greater maintenance and accessibility, says Tony

Maniscalco, business unit leader. “Can they get into it and work on it?” he says. “If there’s a bearing that’s

di�cult to access or di�cult to take apart, that requires more man-hours.”

SideDrive’s customers would like to learn more about automated lines, Maniscalco says, to eliminate

manual processes in areas like de-panning, dough handling, proo�ng, and cooling. “Optimization of space

is a factor when taking things from the freezer to the �oor level,” he says. “Instead of numerous declining

conveyors, one spiral can be installed, and it reduces product loss while improving tra�c access.”

The namesake conveyor that SideDrive rolled out last year is an “extremely sanitary” system that can be

used and designed as a transfer-less conveyor system,” Maniscalco says. “It’s designed primarily for heavy

washdown,” he says. “It could go into baking, ready-to-eat or frozen foods, the pizza industry, protein,

poultry.”

The drumless system has fewer components compared with a traditional drum spiral system, and the

design incorporates open-frame construction, allowing easy access for maintenance and washdown

while providing few harborage points given the welded points and lack of horizontal surfaces, Maniscalco

says. All of those factors optimize the system for better uptime, which supports improved throughput, he

says.

COMPANY:

SideDrive Conveyor Co.

FEATURED PRODUCT:

SideDrive Conveyor
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FLAVORS & COLORS

INGREDIENTS

THE BOTTOM LINE

Ethnic �avors reign supreme

Dairy �avors for cheesy snacks

Nostalgic �avors still popular

FLAVOR EXPERIENCES

Health and wellness, comfort, and a taste for adventure are driving

�avors and colors trends.

Joyce Friedberg, Contributing Writer

Macro trends in�uence consumers’ attitudes, behaviors, and

trends, ultimately in�uencing food, color, and �avor trends.

COVID-19 has impacted how and where consumers shop, where

they eat, and the type of food experiences they are looking for.

After two years of the pandemic, consumers are growing weary

and are looking for comfort and nostalgia to help alleviate some

of the stress.

Also growing in importance is consumer interest in health and wellness. Consumers are more mindful of

their own health and well-being. In research shared by ADM, Chicago, 70% of consumers rank new and

interesting �avors as important snack purchase criteria, with greater emphasis for health-forward snacks

such as energy and nutrition bars. Additionally, 58% of consumers prioritize global �avors when selecting

snacks, and are looking for new bold, spicy, and exciting �avor experiences. 

Colors and �avors need to work hand-in-hand with their overall product pro�le, and we are seeing more

synergy, especially in sweet baked goods. “Color primes the taste buds with expectations, and �avor

delivers on that promise for a memorable, multi-sensorial experience that consumers crave,” says Jennifer

Zhou, senior director of product marketing, North America, ADM.

“Color primes the taste buds with

expectations, and �avor delivers on

that promise for a memorable,

multi-sensorial experience that

consumers crave.”

— Jennifer Zhou, senior director of product

marketing, North America, ADM

NEW AND ON-TREND

Companies keep their �ngers on the pulse so they know and understand the �avor and color trends

consumers are looking for and translate that into new food and �avor experiences. One area within health

and wellness that is experiencing signi�cant growth is plant-based foods.

Kerry, Beloit, WI, is continuing to innovate around plant-based dairy in the salty snack category. “We’ve

developed a building block approach that leverages our plant-based dairy foundational solutions in

combination with our characteristic dairy taste, umami and savory enhancement, coupled with our

modulation technology to deliver authentic dairy experiences in plant-based snacks. We have tools that

help enable a creamier mouthfeel such as our oat creamer and other tools that aid in masking and

modulation to ensure we are delivering the entire dairy like eating experience,” explains Kyle Kamp,

director of business development, dairy taste.

The company o�ers traditional dairy-type �avors such as Cheddar, mozzarella, Parmesan and butter, but

the portfolio also includes bolder �avors such as applewood-smoked Provolone and feta. These plant-

based seasonings can be tumbled on as a coating for chips, crackers, pu�s, or even popcorn. By

incorporating the seasoning at the end of the process, ensures the �avor pro�les are not impacted by the

intense heat of baking, extrusion, or frying.

In keeping with the health and wellness theme another area of focus is sodium reduction and Kerry has

broadened its Tastesense Salt portfolio. Utilizing high-performance yeast, umami and kokumi tools in

combination with sodium modulator technology can help companies reduce sodium while still delivering

on taste. These tools work well in topical snacks, extruded snacks, popcorn, and nuts.

Parker Food Group, Fort Worth, TX, recently launched a new High Protein Cookie line that can be used in

snack mixes or baked goods. For those consumers looking to incorporate more protein into their diet, the

High Protein Cookie line will feature an average of 30 grams of protein per 100 grams. Initial �avors that

will be o�ered are chocolate, graham, and vanilla and are available in the Cookie Gem product line, as

well as crushed and whole cookie sizes. In addition, available formulas include plant-based or dairy-based

protein, low-sugar, and gluten-free.

The company is also addressing the need for comforting �avors and colors by adding a new Bake Stable

To�ee to its line. This new ingredient can add color, �avor, and texture to products. It can suspend within

�rmer doughs such as cookies, brownies, or snack bars and o�ers that nostalgic to�ee taste and texture

that won’t melt out in the bake. It is also available in a nut-free version as well shares John Pimpo,

marketing director, Parker Food Group.

Consumers are looking for a taste of adventure and companies are answering. Flavorchem, Downers

Grove, IL, recognizes consumers continue to embrace adventure through international �avors. The

company o�ers a library of ethnic �avors including elote, gochujang, horchata, sriracha, and wasabi, that

will allow consumers to travel through their taste buds, notes Rebecca Shurhay, marketing analyst.

Courtesy of Parker Food Products

Two years of pandemic restrictions have made consumers eager for a taste of adventure, says Jill Houk,

culinary director for spices by olam food ingredients (o�), Glenview, IL. “Recreating the excitement of

discovering new tastes while traveling is central to this trend—so �ery, exciting favors are key. We see this

trend even more prominent for younger consumers in particular—the hotter the spice level, the better. This

need for heat is fueling interest in di�erent chile varieties such as habanero, ancho, guajillo, or the

infamous scorpion pepper and is part of the inspiration driving the new Blends of America vibrant spice

blends that o� recently launched. These 17 ready-to-use dry combinations give snack producers a simple

solution for creating applications using authentic regional �avors from modern Mexico, the Caribbean and

the US Southwest. These blends give a rich spice kick to everything from nuts to cracker to potato chips,”

shares. Some examples of these new blends are bold combinations like Citrus Habanero Jerk, a blend of

allspice, habanero chile, and limes, and Spicy Citrus Coast, a modern Mexico blend featuring scorpion

chile and ground red pepper. 

Sensient Flavors & Extracts, Ho�man Estates, IL, has launched Boundless, a chile extract line that can

bring new, bold, and exciting �avor pro�les to snack and bakery products. “This line allows developers to

incorporate named chilies such as Habanero or Ancho to applications not seen before. These products

deliver smokiness and green culinary notes to cornbread or authentic taste to chocolates,” states Kevin

Barasa, global product manager, extracts. 

Butter Buds Inc., Racine, WI, has a new item that is in the �nal stages of approval, Butter Buds Butter Flavor

AB. “This new item emulates a popular butter �avor from New Zealand. The pro�le is richer, creamier

butter base notes when compared to our other items. This item works best in sweet bakery doughs such

as cookies,” shares Zachary Fuchs, international business development manager. 

Butter Buds has also launched Dried Beer Extract Plus. “This item can be used in bakery applications to

provide a more-fermented note for those items lacking the manufacturing time necessary to create a

complete proofed pro�le,” says Michael Ivey, national sales director. “Dried Beer Extract Plus contains

more of an upfront malt �avor pro�le with brown middle and end notes.”

(2022 FLAVOR FORECAST: SNACKS

“The past few years have reshaped the �avor landscape,” says Phillip Caputo, marketing and consumer

insights manager, Virginia Dare, Brooklyn, NY. “Virginia Dare has determined ‘wellness �avors’ as the most

in�uential taste trend going into 2022, as physical and mental health takes priority. We also expect greater

interest in sweet spice �avors and ‘elevated classic �avors,’ plus continued growth and evolution of

comforting nostalgic �avors.” Here’s how he breaks down the top �avor trends:

Wellness �avors: functionally-inspired taste pro�les for modern wellness brands based on ingredients

with inherent therapeutic properties or association from aromatic cues, further broken into:

“Mood�uencing” �avors: therapeutic wellness �avors for emotional well-being products with

adaptogens, botanicals, and functional fruits for mental acuity, mindfulness, sleep, etc.—i.e.,

calming and relaxing �avors such as blackberry lavender or energizing and invigorating �avors

like mango turmeric or pineapple ginger

“Bodyboosting” �avors: wellness �avors for physical and internal support products with targeted

nutritional properties—i.e., elderberry açaí for immune support or ginger chai apple cider vinegar

for digestion

“Beautifying” �avors: wellness �avors for beauty and healthy aging products inspired with

collagen, biotin, botanicals, and ingredients high in antioxidant—i.e., green tea tangerine or

cranberry matcha for skin, hair, or nail support

Sweet spice �avors: sweet and warming spices like cinnamon, cardamom, nutmeg, fenugreek, clove

and turmeric have been transitioning from seasonal to year-round enjoyment, o�ering comfort

through happy memories of holiday dessert, warm cinnamon buns, or hot chai, and rooted in

traditional medicine or functional teas, known for therapeutic properties, such as:

Apple cider chai kombucha

Chai gingersnap

Maple spiced matcha

Cinnamon citrus peel green tea

Spiced �g honey

Elevated classic �avors: elevating a classic adds a sophisticated twist to popular �avors that come

across as fresh for thrill seekers, yet familiar enough for the more traditionalists, such as:

Vanilla honeycomb

Chocolate malt

Maple caramel

Cake batter mocha

Caramelized banana

Formulators often seek the spark that will ignite new product innovation across multiple categories and

cultures. In order to identify those sparks of innovation, Kerry utilizes a process that combines proprietary

insights, menu trends, product launches, ingredient labels, consumer preferences, social media chatter,

chef lead innovation, and its own experience supporting new product launches across the globe (the

company has on-the-ground presence in more than 150 global locations). All of this information is

analyzed and compiled to bring together its annual Taste Chart, highlighting key �avor trends across

multiple categories, ingredients, and cuisines. Soumya Nair, global consumer research and insights

director, shares the key �avor trends from the 2022 Taste Charts that will impact the snack category:

Cheese continues to be a signi�cant �avor in salty snacks, but this year Kerry sees provenance and

varieties of cheese playing a stronger role. For instance, Provolone, pepper Jack, and Asiago will

inspire more-sophisticated cheese-�avored snacks.

Chiles and spicy �avors continue to be popular across salty snacks, now it’s becoming more popular

to call out named source peppers like habanero, ghost chile, and Hatch Valley chile. This year marks

the �rst year that chile as a �avor theme in salty snacks stands in the mainstream position on Kerry’s

charts, signifying the growing American appetite for adventure and heat.

With many consumers still unable to travel, authentic and international �avors will continue to grow in

popularity. Most common in snacking are Mexican and Indian cuisine, with �avors such as curry, tikka

masala, and Mexican taco.

With the growth of popcorn, Kerry is seeing more sweet �avors appear in the traditional salty snack

space driven by LTO �avors like peppermint, s’mores, to�ee, and maple.

Flavorchem also notes seeing a surge in adventurous �avors like jalapeño ranch, wasabi, Cheddar and

chile, Korean BBQ, and fried pickle in salty snacks like chips, popcorn, and pu�ed snacks. “Breakfast-

inspired �avors like cinnamon swirl, fruity cereal, and maple French toast are appearing in more snack bar

launches, especially as brands are trying to tailor to the mid-morning snack occasion, along with fruit and

botanical �avors like yuzu, tangerine, and lemongrass,” according to Shurhay. 

According to Molly Shea, North America marketing and customer experience for snacks, IFF Nourish,

South Brunswick, NJ, while cheese, barbecue, and spicy �avors remain popular with salty snacks such as

chips, popcorn, and pretzels, consumers are seeking out more-adventurous �avors. “Consumers are on

the hunt for �avors such as spicy coconut or Korean barbecue. Destination �avors are also on the rise, for

example Caribbean jerk provides spicy, smoky, and earthy sweet heat that enhances any salty snack.” 

ADM sees bold and global �avors important in order to satisfy adventurous consumers, with spice blends

from Africa taking the lead. “Think kan kan, a spiced peanut powder, heat inducing berbere and za’atar, a

complex blend that’s herby, earthy, tangy, and toasty all at once. Indian spices are another favorite, with

garam masala and roasted cumin invigorating pretzels, popcorn, and crackers,” states Zhou. ADM o�ers

other traditional tastes of India and the Middle East such as orange blossom, sesame, sumac, rose,

pomegranate, and black lime and date.

2022 FLAVOR FORECAST: SWEET BAKED GOODS 

While some overarching trends like health and wellness and authentic global cuisine in�uence multiple

categories, there are also some nuances based on speci�c categories. Nair shares some of the key insights

from Kerry’s 2022 Taste Charts that will shape the food trends in the sweet baked goods category:

Overly indulgent and seasonal �avors remain popular, with the �avors of sweet treats like key lime pie

and rocky road being recreated into new formats.

As consumers seek conventional twists and �avors that surprise and delight, savory botanicals such as

rosemary and sage have been rising alongside sweet botanicals like lavender and rose.

“Flavors that are emerging include

mango, passionfruit, and yuzu for

an exotic �air; and global �avors

like matcha green tea and ube.”

— Cecilia Pereyra, North America marketing and

customer experience for bakery, IFF Nourish

As consumers are continuing to deal with the stress and impact to their daily routine caused by the

pandemic, companies are seeing more consumers looking for more decadent �avors in sweet baked

goods category. “Dessert �avors are an e�ective way to deliver comfort and joy as consumers seek feel-

good moments that allow them to indulge. New twists on birthday cake �avors are appearing in cookies,

chocolate bars, ice cream, doughnuts, and sweet pastries. Classic milk and cookie �avors that evoke

reminiscent summertime memories including cotton candy, s’mores, and churros are inspiring reimagined

takes in sweet baked goods. Indulgent seasonal �avors, often tied to comfort and nostalgia, are featuring

upscale twists as brands manifest limited-edition novelties with �avors like maple brown sugar, salted

caramel apples, and white chocolate peppermint for a most-indulgent consumer experience,” shares

Shurhay. 

The top �avor pro�les in sweet baked goods are chocolate, vanilla, blueberry, peanut butter, coconut,

cinnamon, strawberry, cherry, raspberry, sea salt, and apple, as well as confetti and birthday cake for

celebratory moments. 

Sweet brown �avors are a must-have when it comes to baked goods, notes Cecilia Pereyra, North America

marketing and customer experience for bakery, IFF Nourish. “However, fruit �avors are popular too, as they

lend themselves to being perceived as a better-for-you option. Flavors that are emerging include mango,

passionfruit, and yuzu for an exotic �air; ginger, hazelnut, chai, mocha and cold brew co�ee for a more-

complex indulgent experience; and global �avors like matcha green tea and ube. We are also seeing a

movement toward more sophisticated pairings, particularly with botanicals. Flavors such as lavender

paired with lemon or blueberry, manuka honey with raspberry, and rosemary paired with apple are just a

few examples.” 

Indulgence, �rst and foremost, still remains a high in�uencer for consumers weighing their purchase

decisions for sweet baked goods, says Pimpo. “According to Innova, classic �avors seem to remain atop

the list with milk chocolate, fruit (speci�cally blueberry, strawberry, lemon and red raspberry), cinnamon,

chocolate chip, and vanilla rounding out the top. We think consumer desire for comfort and nostalgia will

continue to resonate within the sweet baked goods segment with new launches catering to this emotional

need.” 

Shannon Pimmel, brand and marketing manager, Sokol Custom Food Ingredients, Countryside, IL, notes

seeing a lot of interesting expansion in the topping and �lling of pastries. She notes ideation sessions in

the last few months and looking forward have taken two key directions:

Playful nostalgia in the baked goods arena, with �avors like toasted marshmallow, churro, and eggnog

doughnut �lling

A desire for new and interesting global �avors situated in familiar pastries, like yuzu lemon curd,

raspberry hibiscus, and Saskatoon berry drizzles

Courtesy of GNT USA

“We’re also seeing more wide-ranging interest in traditional pastries like hamantaschen and rugelech, and

increasing interest in traditional �llings like poppy and almond,” says Pimmel.

COLORING OUR WORLD 

GNT USA, Tarrytown, NY, recently expanded its line of EXBERRY Colors. “EXBERRY Colors are clean-label

concentrates based on the concept of coloring food with food. They’re created from familiar fruits,

vegetables, and plants, and processed with simple methods that consumers would use in their own

kitchens, such as chopping and boiling. We recently added two new products to our range made from red

potatoes. EXBERRY Rubescent Red is dynamically bright, while EXBERRY Ruby Red has a hint of yellow,”

shares Jeannette O’Brien, vice president. “They are both uniquely warm hues with a lively vibrancy and can

be used in a wide range of applications including baked goods, frostings, and confections. Like all the

EXBERRY colors, these new products represent on-trend, plant-based, and clean-label colors.” 

O’Brien goes on to share that purple is one of the most-popular shades they are seeing in the sweet

desserts category. “It’s a trend that aligns with the Pantone Color of the Year 2022, Very Peri, which is a

vibrant, periwinkle blue and purple shade. Brands are embracing this trend through the launch of products

such as pancakes containing ube, a purple sweet potato originating in the Philippines.” Instagrammable

sweets with bright, eye-catching colors are also growing in popularity.

White colorants can pose challenges for formulators looking to stay clean-label. ADM just added

PearlEdge to its rainbow of Colors from Nature, which provides bright-white hues in baked goods, snacks,

and confections. “PearlEdge is a cutting-edge solution to the industry challenge of developing crisp white

colorings with clean-label appeal for use in icings, glazes, coatings, �llings, and fondants,” says Zhou. “It’s

also helpful in brightening and whitening bakes made with alternative �ours that can discolor doughs and

batters.” SF&WB
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INGREDIENT BRIEFS

Nutraceutical Mushroom Powders
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Low-glycemic tagatose
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Clean-label food-grade whitening agents
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RETAIL-READY PACKAGING

PACKAGING

THE BOTTOM LINE

Bene�ts both manufacturers and retailers

Easy to open in-store

Builds an additional layer of branding

Retail-ready packaging (RRP) is being used by more

bakery and snack producers because it o�ers bene�ts

to both manufacturers and retailers. RRP makes it easy

for retailers to quickly restock shelves and reduce

injury among its employees. It also builds an additional

layer of branding to help producers deliver a strong

message.

EQUIPMENT EVOLUTION

Systems for handling bakery trays, baskets, and more help reduce

operational costs and streamline production.

Neal Lorenzi, Contributing Writer

RRP makes products easy to �nd in both the warehouse and on the shelf. The packaging is easy to open

in-store without the need for tools such as box cutters or knives. Yet, these packages need to be sturdy

enough to withstand the transfer and supply chain process without damaging the product inside. Also, the

front panel must provide clear text and graphic information describing the product.

“RRP is designed to be easy-to-stock onto shelves, minimizing time and physical e�ort by store

employees. For example, handles integrated into the packaging can help employees place product into

an allotted space,” says Maria Ferrante, senior director, marketing and communications for PMMI, Reston,

VA.

“Predominantly made of corrugated materials, RRP comes in many di�erent types of packaging options,

including pallet displays, case stackers and counter displays,” Ferrante adds. “Tear-and-stack branded

corrugated boxes reduce un-packaging costs at the retail level and o�er built-in marketing for the brand.

Two types of RRP are prevalent in the bakery and snack market today: folding cartons with windows and

�exible packaging with windows. Because the consumer can see the product, these types of packages

help showcase product freshness.”

Both E-�ute and Micro-�ute corrugated provide a premium look and feel to these retail display trays,

according to Peter Fox, CEO of SOMIC Packaging Inc., Eagan, MN. “The printability of these materials,

along with their thinner construction, makes them an ideal premium display vehicle. Paperboard,

especially solid bleached sulfate (SBS), also o�ers a high-value display for baked items. The white interior

of the tray provides the impression of cleanliness and freshness. For the cover materials, standard B-�ute

Kraft corrugated is the material of choice because it forms cleanly and consistently.”

Important distinctions among RRP displays are becoming more relevant in the retails sector, according to

Eric Andersen, marketing manager, Delkor Systems Inc., St. Paul, MN. One such distinction is

standardization and approval by large, vertically integrated retailers such as Kroger, Walmart, Aldi, and

Costco. “Each of these stores has preferences and demands around what tray hood cases need to look

like on-shelf. Over time, I believe we will see a nationwide trend that leans into these preferences. Pre-

approved designs, such as Delkor’s Cabrio Case, make it easy for food manufacturers to make sure their

secondary packages conform to retailer standards.”

Delkor Systems Inc. has been adapting its RRP machinery to match the latest trends in the bakery and

snack market. One major trend has been the shift toward pouches into retail-ready cases. “We have

perfected top-load case packing of pouch products into retail-ready club store trays, standard brown box

shippers, as well as tray hood cases,” Andersen says.

Bakery and snack producers can integrate RRP equipment into automated packaging lines today. In fact,

various footprint options exist for facilities that are tight on space. BluePrint Automation (BPA), South

Chester�eld, VA, can provide a turnkey line to meet individual packaging needs, according to Scott

Williams, northwest sales manager. “If space is tight, we may lean toward one type of case packer versus

another style depending on the space allotted. We have many options to help customers in tight layouts

and welcome the opportunity to explore creative options.”

Syntegon Technology, Waiblingen, Germany, has developed a compact version of its Elematic

wraparound case packer that can alleviate problems caused by limited space. “Elematic machines

generally �t into straight lines because they are narrow,” says Bernhard Vaihinger, product manager, “but

blank magazines can be loaded from one side and all areas are reachable within arm’s length to make the

machines user-friendly. Also, the machines can be con�gured with an inline or side in-feed and out-feed

to help customers who have limited space.” SF&WB

BluePrint Automation o�ers several options for retail-

ready packaging. The Gantry 300 pick-and-place

machine can handle both horizontal and vertical shelf-

ready patterns, has a quick changeover between

product recipes, and comes with an easy-to-use

interface. “We also o�er the Spider 300v, which utilizes

delta robots for pattern forming, integrated with a simple

gantry pick-and-place for loading the pattern into the

case,” Williams says.

COMPANY:

BluePrint Automation 

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Gantry 300

Delkor Systems builds formers, packers, closers and

palletizing systems that are designed to run multiple

package formats with a quick and simple tooling

changeover. “Our most popular solution for RRP is the LSP

Series case packer, which top loads bags, pouches, and

cartons into cases, trays, and RRPs,” Andersen says. “It has a

modular design, which allows customers to run at a wide

range of speeds.”

A recent addition to Delkor Systems’ retail-ready

equipment is an adjustable tooling cavity, which enables

maximum compression strength, immediate tooling

changes and complete case control throughout the

forming process, Andersen adds. “It is part of our family of

Smart Technologies that ensure our end users have a

smooth, e�cient operating experience.”

COMPANY:

Delkor Systems Inc. 

FEATURED PRODUCT:

LSP Series

SOMIC Packaging Inc. o�ers equipment that produces a

variety of RRP. “For bakery and snack producers who

have gone full shelf-ready in their production, the

SOMIC cover tray machine is the machine of choice,” Fox

says. “Its design o�ers the most �exibility from a �nished

package design. Also, it maximizes ease of use for the

retailer and minimizes material consumption.”

Bakery and snack producers who want to provide a mix

of standard shipping cases and shelf-ready should

choose the SOMIC wraparound tray cover combination

machine, Fox adds. “The most recent upgrades focus on

ease of changeover from one format to the next. The

reduction of change parts and conversion to more

adjustable components with digital position indicators

has been the most signi�cant change moving toward the

ultimate pushbutton changeover.”

COMPANY:

SOMIC Packaging Inc. 

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Wraparound Packer

Syntegon Technology o�ers wraparound machines that are

designed to run di�erent pack styles on one machine, with

a strong focus on tray and hood pack styles and display-

ready cases. “Due to the modular design of all Elematic

machines, bakery and snack producers can upgrade their

wraparound machine with a second magazine to produce

tray and hood pack styles later,” Vaihinger says. “This longer

machine frame allows for later integration of the second

magazine. We also o�er an XL version as an option for

bigger shelf-ready pack styles, mainly for bakery

applications.”

COMPANY:

Syntegon Technology

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Elematic

Yeaman Machine and Colborne Foodbotics have

introduced a series of cartoners that integrate Colborne

Foodbotics’ 25 years of experience integrating robotic

solutions into food manufacturing and packaging

facilities.

The Yeaman CVA and CVC vertical cartoners integrate

multi-lane in-feed systems and can pick-and-place a

variety of products into a single display package. Bakery

and snack producers can utilize perforated and/or

open-top designs for immediate shelf placement. “The

Colborne Foodbotics pick-and-place system utilizes one,

two or three robots,” says Chris Bradley, sales director,

Yeaman Machine, Lake Forest, IL. “The standard Yeaman

cartoner design elements allow for extended in-feed

areas. They are engineered for fast turnaround and

changeover of many carton and package styles.”

The Yeaman CPC-R and CPD-R full-range case packers

can utilize up to four Colborne Foodbotics in-feed robots

to pick-and-place a variety of cartons, pouches and bags

for case packing. The CPD-R handles standard regular

slotted container (RSC) cases, perforated display cases

and open-top display cases. The high-speed CPD

version can pack up to 26 cases per minute.

COMPANY:

Yeaman Machine 

FEATURED PRODUCT:

Cartoners and Case Packers
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NUTRITION BARS

MARKET TRENDS

THE BOTTOM LINE

Bars for on-the-go or at home

Innovative ingredients like chickpeas

Grain-free, gluten-free continue their

popularity

EVERYDAY INDULGENCES

During the pandemic, bars pivot from on-the-go to an

‘anytime’ snack.

Liz Parker, Managing Editor

Whether for breakfast, a snack, or a meal

replacement, the nutrition bars category is

ubiquitous, and its products can be consumed at

any time of day. Sales have rebounded after a �at

period, and innovation is ongoing in the category.

MARKET DATA
According to data from IRI, Chicago, for the 52 weeks ending February 20, 2022, the “snack bars/granola

bars/clusters” category grew 13.3%, with $6.85 billion in total sales.

In the “nutritional/intrinsic health value bars” subcategory, CLIF lead the way, with $790 million in sales and

a sizable increase of 19.8%. Atkins is second in the segment, with $302 million in sales, and KIND brought

in $294 million in sales, with an 8.4% increase.

In the “breakfast/cereal/snack bars/clusters” subcategory, the category itself brought in $1.98 billion in

sales, with a hefty increase of 21.5%, and Kellogg’s brought in $738 million of that, with a 13.5% increase.

KIND brought in $277 million, with a 33% increase, and private label bars brought in $213 million, with a

23.4% increase.

Embedded code will run in preview and on published site
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Source: IRI Market Advantage, Integrated Fresh, Total U.S. - Multi Outlet w/ C-Store (Grocery, Drug, Mass

Market, Convenience, Military and Select Club & Dollar Retailers), 52 Weeks Ending 2-20-22

In the granola bars subcategory, it brought in $1.45 billion in sales with a 4% increase. Nature Valley lead

the pack, with $610 million in sales and a 3.4% increase, with Quaker bringing in $397 million, with an 8.9%

increase, and Sunbelt bringing in $109 million, with a slight 0.2% increase.

Finally, in the “all other snack/granola bars/clusters” subcategory, which brought in $40 million and

showed an increase of 40.4%, private label was the winner, with $12.7 million in sales and an 88.4% increase.

Munk Pack also brought in $5.7 million in sales, with a large increase of 444.9%, and Nature Valley showed

an astonishing growth of 1595.3 percent, with $2.3 million in sales. Ful�l brand also climbed 775.9%, with

$1.24 million in sales, and :ratio brand bars, from General Mills, brought in $3.17 million in sales, with a

220.3% increase.

“To pivot Quest’s protein bar

relevance and consumption during

this period, we had to reframe our

bars for an at-home eating

occasion.”

— Linda Zink, chief marketing o�cer, Simply Good

Foods, Quest Nutrition

A CHANGING MARKET
“The market for bar products has changed since the start of the pandemic. Bars are typically consumed

on-the-go; however, during the peak of stay-at-home, we saw the bar category take a hit,” says Linda Zink,

chief marketing o�cer, Simply Good Foods, Quest Nutrition, Denver. “To pivot Quest’s protein bar

relevance and consumption during this period, we had to reframe our bars for an at-home eating

occasion. We launched a marketing communication campaign to encourage fans to heat up their favorite

Quest protein bar in the microwave, oven, or air fryer and to enjoy them at home in a new (and delicious!)

way,” she explains.

“Recently, the protein bar category has recovered. Consumers continue to look for convenient forms for

meal replacement and snacking, whether at home or on-the-go, and protein bars are uniquely positioned

to deliver both needs,” Zink adds.

Lena Halabi, frozen health and wellness, NPD director, KIND International, New York, NY says that through

the pandemic, she saw shifts in how consumers shop the category, including growth in online grocery

pick-up and delivery and a shift towards bulk buying. “Between-meal-snacking at home became even

more prevalent, with consumers seeking options that deliver on taste, satiety, and nutrition. Additionally, as

pandemic restrictions have eased, we’ve seen pick-up in on the-go-formats and nutrition bars. With our

bars being a go-to for on-the-go, we’re seeing this shift as consumers resume busy, active lifestyles,” she

says.

Eileen Flaherty, senior brand manager, RXBAR, Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, MI, says that through the

pandemic, there have been shifts in how consumers shop the category, including growth in online grocery

pick-up and delivery and a shift towards bulk buying. “Between-meal-snacking at home became even

more prevalent, with consumers seeking options that deliver on taste, satiety and nutrition. Additionally, as

pandemic restrictions have eased, we’ve seen pick-up in on the-go-formats and nutrition bars. With our

bars being a go-to for on-the-go, we’re seeing this shift as consumers resume busy, active lifestyles,” she

comments.

Courtesy of KIND Snacks

Liz Watson, brand manager, CLIF, Emeryville, CA, says that due to the pandemic, outdoor activities have

been popular, which bodes well for bars. “Outdoor activities such as hiking, running, and biking have been

a welcome and safe escape for many these past couple years. Products such as our classic CLIF BARs and

more protein-dense CLIF Builders have continued to be popular with consumers who have been keeping

active while social distancing,” she says.

“In terms of lighter snacking options, we recently launched CLIF Thins in retailers nationwide,” continues

Watson. “New research conducted by CLIF shows that 72% of Americans increased their snacking since

the start of the pandemic. The past several months has also been a period of ever-evolving lifestyle

changes, whether it be transitioning to a hybrid-remote work model, or �nally returning to travel after

years of staying put. Consumers are hungry for an on-the-go snack that won’t weigh them down, as two in

three Americans report they have returned to their pre-pandemic routines.”

TOP TRENDS AND NEW PRODUCTS
Zink says that consumers continue to look for products that aren’t packed with net carbs and sugar while

providing signi�cant amounts of protein—without compromising on taste. “Quest has delicious, indulgent

options to support [consumers’] nutritional goals, o�ering both the macros and taste consumers want. In

particular, texture continues to be important to consumers. We see strong sales trends on our crispy

textured Quest Hero Protein Bars,” she says.

The brand is launching new Quest Protein Bar Minis to capture more snack occasions for protein bars.

“These 80-calorie bars o�er 8 grams of protein, 2 grams of net carbs, and less than 1 gram of sugar per

mini bar—and are perfect as an anytime snack,” says Zink. “The Quest Protein Bar Minis are great to enjoy at

home, on the go, between meals, or whenever you need a protein pick-me-up, and will be available in

two fan favorite and best-selling Quest �avors: Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough and Cookies & Cream.”

Bar consumers often seek to ful�ll multiple needs through the products. Watson says CLIF’s research

shows that when choosing a snack, consumer decisions are most in�uenced by �avor, nutrition, and sugar

content. “At CLIF, we are always working to meet the needs of consumers. That is why we work to create

products available in a wide variety of �avors, containing real plant-based ingredients and o�er products,

like CLIF Thins, that are perfect for everyday snacking.”

Courtesy of CLIF Bar & Co

The company’s latest product launch, CLIF Thins, are mindfully made with plant-based ingredients like

organic rolled oats, underlining its commitment to utilize ingredients that nourish bodies and support a

healthy planet. “With 100 calories and 5 grams of sugar per pack, CLIF Thins are a crispy, crunchy snacking

option for those seeking a snack with real ingredients,” Watson notes.

Flaherty says RXBAR sees consumers prioritizing di�erent needs for di�erent occasions—from taste and

nutrition to broader bene�ts—opening multiple ways into new product development. “RXBAR products

are meeting the trends we’re seeing drive innovation in the category. For example, as interest for bite-sized

snacks and portion control grew, we introduced RXBAR Minis in a variety of �avors, like Chocolate Sea

Salt, Peanut Butter Chocolate, Blueberry, and Coconut Chocolate. As we look to future innovation, we

continue to prioritize the demand we’re seeing for better-for-you, bene�t-led options,” she notes.

Courtesy of Kellogg Co.

Flaherty shares that RXBAR has exciting plans for bars in 2022, including new formats and �avors, and is

continuing to grow its Minis format, one of its most-highly requested product launches. “Additionally, this

spring, we will be adding to the product portfolio with a delicious and satisfying option to help start the

day. Lastly, we continue to see opportunity to expand our nut butter and breakfast portfolios. We’re

listening to consumer feedback and honing in on trends that align to our brand purpose: to fuel your future

with what you need today. RXBAR’s product lines will be able to cater to consumers’ needs throughout

their daily routines,” she says.

On the indulgent side, Halabi says that consumers still want to have their cake and eat it too—rather

literally. “People want tasteful indulgence, without the baggage that comes with that---and I don’t blame

them! In the food world, permissible indulgence continues to rise, with a myriad of innovation in aisles like

ice cream, cereal, and bars. The most successful items I have seen either o�er a smaller format, in a

creative way, like a “thin” version of a product, or a miniature size of it, such as the ever-popular Trader

Joe’s mini ice cream cones,” she shares.

The trends of “keto” and “paleo” also continue to grow as people seek lower sugar options, says Halabi.

“This has mostly manifested in cereal and bars, and is dominated by seed and nut ingredients, with either

indulgent dessert �avors, or fresh �avors like matcha or cinnamon. Another similar trend that seems to be

picking up is ‘grain-free’ snacks, such as pretzels made with cassava �our instead of wheat or other grains.”

Halabi says she has been impressed with the chickpea innovations in market. “This ingredient has

graduated from its role as a dip, to becoming a protein protagonist in bars, and a dairy-free savior in ice

cream! I look forward to seeing how chickpeas and other grain-free ingredients will continue to shape the

snacking world.” SF&WB
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NEW PRODUCTS

Field + Farmer Refrigerated Bars

FIE L D +  FARM E R

SimplyProtein Keto Energy Bites

SIM PLYPRO TE IN

Sunbelt Bakery Panda Granola Bars
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CLIF Thins

CL IF BAR &  CO .
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CLASSIFIEDS

THUNDERBIRD Food Machinery, Inc.

SNACK & BAKERY PRODUCTS - GENERAL Click Boxes Below to Learn More

Food Tools Portioning Equipment
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BUYER'S GUIDE

PREMIUM SPONSORSHIPS

Buyer's Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our buyers guide.  For the complete list of companies and products,

go to www.snackandbakery.com/buyersguide
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